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CARRY UP TO CARRY UP TO 
A 40" 135 LB A 40" 135 LB 
SPARE TIRESPARE TIRE

RIGID RIGID 
CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION 

PREVENTS PREVENTS 
TAILGATE SAG TAILGATE SAG 
AND BUCKLING AND BUCKLING 

 2018+ JEEP® JL
HD PIVOT  
TIRE CARRIER
The Smittybilt HD Pivot Tire Carrier not only fits a 40"  
spare tire, but the innovative design adds strength to the JL  
factory tailgate and prevents flex, rattling, sag, and potential 
damage to your vehicle. Its fully customizable tire mount can be 
fine-tuned for height or backspace, and the adjustable tilt allows 
you to get extra ground clearance when working in tandem with 
an open or slanted top.

STRONG - Allows a Jeep JL to carry up to a 40", 135 lb spare  
tire without tailgate sag or buckling

CUSTOMIZABLE - Adjustable positions, improved departure angle 
and ability for use with an open back or slant-back top

EASY TO USE - Maintains easy single action of opening and closing 
of the tailgate without rattles or vibrations

EDCBA

HD Pivot Tire Carrier - Jeep® JL

Part# Description Jobber Retail Map
7743 HD Pivot Tire Carrier $599.99 $599.99

ADJUSTABLE  ADJUSTABLE  
VERTICAL OR VERTICAL OR 
SLANT BACKSLANT BACK

Strong monoblock cast aluminum 

Single, reinforced hinge plate replaces factory hinges  
on tub and tailgate 

Adjustable tilt tire mount: Adjusts up/down, in/out,  
vertical/slanted

Third brake light and back up camera provisions included

Mounting holes for optional trail jack mount (Smittybilt Jack Mount #7744), 
CB antennas and tie downs

Robust aluminum exoskeleton runs to center of tailgate

Works with factory or OE bumpers; fits 40" spare tire with factory bumper

Internal gusset/brace adds structural rigidity and supports aluminum JL tub

18-month research and design process with extensive testing

Easy to install: No drilling required

Proudly designed and engineered from the ground up at  
Smittybilt HQ in the USA
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STAGE TREATMENT
Dual textured powdercoating
Special “E-Coat” inside & out
Acid bath dipped to remove impurities 3

STAGE TREATMENT
Dual textured powdercoating
Special “E-Coat” inside & out
Acid bath dipped to remove impurities 3
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